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THE CENTRAL DRESSAGE TRAINING FORUM WITH STEPHEN CLARKE 

 ON 28 JUNE 2016 AT HURSTBOURNE EQUESTRIAN CENTRE  

Report by Helen Triggs 

Photographs by Eva Marie Broomer of Horse Power Creative 

 

Over 240 spectators heard world-famous FEI international 5* judge and former grand prix rider, 

Stephen Clarke, share some of his vast knowledge and expertise in the superb surroundings of 

Hurstbourne Equestrian Centre.  

Seven super-talented horses and riders were brave enough to submit their horses to his friendly 

but highly accurate scrutiny, with the additional treat of Spencer Wilton running through the 

grand prix test with Supernova. There were many, many little nuggets and suggestions that will 

also have benefited the audience of judges, trainers and riders. 

Guinea pigs: 

 Emma Thomas Olsen riding Dante IX 

 Charlie Hutton riding Hawtins Rosanna 

 Dan Sherriff riding Santorini 

 Matt Hicks riding El Zorro 

 Andrew Gould riding Esquire III 

 Paul Friday riding Roman Noir Himself 

 Matt Hicks Excalibur 

Spencer Wilton Grand Prix demonstration riding Olympic hopeful Super Nova 

 

Stephen’s sayings: 

If the horse isn’t in front of the leg, you might as well get off and push. 

The horse must do it for itself. 

One of the best supplying and mentally relaxing exercises is to allow the horse to stretch and 

work in a deeper longer outline. 

There are all sorts of little escape routes the horse can find if you’re not careful. 

If a horse goes out of the training session feeling stressed, it will come in the next day not 

wanting to do it. 

I’ve not met a horse who can’t passage. 
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The master at work 
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Emma Thomas Olsen and her mother Dedi Leech’s Dante XI were the first to go, representing 

horses currently working at elementary level. This attractive black British home bred by Dr 

Doolittle was a superb example of a horse with three good gaits and willing attitude. 

 

Stephen introduced his theme for the day – dressage is about reaction and the horse must learn 

to react to the rider from day one. He also suggested that we should never put a limit on 

ourselves or our horses. 

Riders were not only asked to ride but to think too – Stephen asked Emma what the correct walk 

sequence was and he threw other technical questions at other riders as well. He feels it’s 

essential to know technical detail when you are training a young horse and understand the 

biomechanics. 

Emma was asked to demonstrate Dante’s reaction when she took her legs off and gave the reins.  

He demonstrated good training by staying in balance and honest in his reactions. 

Something to try at home 

Stephen asked a number of riders to ride with one hand for a short time and in all cases the 

contact got better. 
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Charlie Hutton brought Judy Peploe’s eight-year-old Hawtins Rosanna (by Rubin Royale). This is 

a very athletic powerful mare who looked a bit of a handful at times. Charlie has taken her slowly 

as she is super-sensitive and so powerful that she sometimes finds it hard to maintain her 

balance. Stephen commented that she had 25 different trots left to her own devices! 

 

As Stephen said, she might have been difficult to start with but has great potential for the future 

and with her boundless energy wouldn’t be tired at the end of a grand prix test. 

Stephen worked with Charlie on the minutiae of achieving relaxation and submission through 

being very correct in riding the leg yields. Charlie was asked to demonstrate too much neck bend 

where the horse falls on its shoulder something often seen in the arena. Stephen emphasised the 

importance of controlling with the outside leg and activating with the inside. 

Something to try at home 

It’s as important to stretch and relax a horse as it is to switch it on. Rosanna wanted to duck and 

dive behind the contact when asked to stretch. Stephen asked Charlie to stretch her on circles 

and keep changing the direction, asking her to seek the hand down and her nose forward. Her 

reward in the stretch is for the rider to relax and do nothing. 
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The advanced medium candidate was Daniel Sherriff riding Caroline Portnoi’s Santorini, a nine-

year-old gelding by San Remo. Dan and Santi beautifully demonstrated Stephen’s criteria in 

lateral work which are that the horse must not alter the length and speed of steps when he goes 

into the movements. When Dan gave away the inside rein, the horse stayed in the same position 

and carriage. 

 

Shoulder-in was an exercise that Stephen used a lot during the day even when it was just a hint of 

the movement (described as ‘invisible shoulder-in). Santi’s changes are a work in progress with a 

tendency to swing the quarters in the left change. Stephen’s exercise was to ride counter canter 

on a straight line, think an invisible shoulder-in (to the inside) which put the horse into the 

outside rein and created a straighter change. 

Something to try at home 

What is a half pass? A travers on a diagonal line. Don’t think sideways, think forward with energy 

when riding the half pass. On the diagonal ride some steps of travers in trot, then go forward in 

medium trot and back into the travers/half pass. By playing with this exercise, you can develop 

impulsion and expression and the half pass looks after itself. 
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Matt Hicks and Jackie Vaughan’s El Zorro (by Amsterdam) are currently competing at PSG and 

inter I. The powerful bay was used to demonstrate more of Stephen’s suppling lateral exercises 

which help to prepare for the trot and canter zig zags. Always Stephen was looking for 

submission to the bend on the rider’s terms.

 

The shoulder-in position is also crucial to riding correct pirouettes, but first Stephen asked Matt 

to demonstrate a very collected canter on a large circle, showing just a few steps and then 

moving forward. It’s important that the canter comes shorter without slowing down or 

becoming laboured.  

Something to try at home 

To help the horse truly understand the pirouette, practise going into a very collected canter and 

just turning one step before moving forward. 
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Andrew Gould and David and Angela Jones’ stallion Esquire III (by Valeron) is another horse with 

a big future. The seven-year-old is currently working at advanced medium/PSG.  

 

 

He worked very expressively and fluently with Stephen asking for a slightly more open frame. 

Initially he tended to jump behind in his changes but after work on canter half pirouettes these 

improved significantly. 

Esquire has an obvious talent for passage and Stephen observed that the passage is not a trick 

movement but a natural development of the trot – power in slow motion. 

 

Something to try at home 

To start teaching the passage the horse needs to be truly in front of the leg and reactive. A 

slower tempo creates the height in the steps. 
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Paul Friday and Christine Trendell’s Roman Noir Himself has a lot of natural cadence and power 

and a super expressive and balanced extended trot. Because of his conformation, from time to 

time he was what Stephen called a ‘bit peacocky’ which denoted he was not really through to the 

bridle. His remedy was to ask Paul to stretch him down and relax him. When he put him back up, 

Paul too was asked to ride one handed for a short while. 

 

 

To keep him using his back correctly and avoid developing a ‘sit up and beg’ pirouette, Stephen 

recommended riding a pirouette [highly collected] canter in a shoulder-in position and then 

riding an 8m circle in a slight travers position. 

 

Something to try at home 

The preparation for the half pirouette and the steps immediately after are as important as the 

pirouette itself. 
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The final training session was Matt Hicks and his own and Anny Bachrach’s Excalibur (by 

Ehrentusch) currently competing at grand prix. Stephen’s attention to detail was apparent from 

the first exercise when Matt rode a canter zig zag. He went back to the corner before the 

movement and made the pair ride it at a pirouette canter. 

 

 

Matt then showed some super rhythmic piaffe and passage – this horse’s signature movements. 

The piaffe especially was impressive in its regularity, energy in the hindleg and correctness in the 

frame.  Stephen felt Matt could ask for even more energy to make it even better from a 9 to a 10! 

 

Something to try at home 

When working on the canter zig zag, ride counter canter with a slight inside shoulder-in 

positioning before making the change and moving off into half pass. This helps to deal with 

anticipation. 
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The day ended with a treat for the audience.  Olympic contender Spencer Wilton and Jen 

Goodman’s Supernova (by De Niro).  This was a real pleasure as very generous of them to bring 

him so close to team selection.  Spencer rode a super grand prix test showing off his huge elastic 

extended trot and super reach in the half passes. 

 

All in all  the most informative inspiring day. Thanks must go to Hicks Equestrian for hosting and 

all the ‘guinea pig’ riders, horses, owners, grooms and connections for giving up their time. 

Photos taken by Eva-Maria Broomer of Horse Power Creative will be on the Central Dressage 

website. 

 

Fantastic training opportunity! 

Five of the featured riders – Paul, Andrew, Matt, Spencer and Charlie – will be coaching at the 

Central Dressage training camp in August at Addington.  For more information on how to book, 

visit our website at www.centraldressage.co.uk 


